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This document is about my week in science. 
 
 
 

 
Monday: Today we watched a video about the disappearance of bees, the video 
showed us all three causes/indications of what the problem could be. The first 
indication/cause is genetics from the first original queen bee, some scientists believe 
that the original queen bee may have passed down bad genetics to other bees that 

kept being passed down. The second indication/cause is 
bees losing their way back to their hives, other scientists 
involved in this experiment believe that bees have lost 
track of their way back to their hive and were never to 
return. The third and final indication/cause pesticides, 
when farmers grow crops some farmers use chemicals to 
cover their plants/crops so that no bad bug chews away 
the plant, but when farmers do this the pesticides get into 
the plant, and from then on when bees try to pollinate 

these crops/plants the chemicals get into the bees bodies and kill them, which is why 
instead of using pesticides use Ladybugs.   
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday: Today we talked about what bees do for our 
crops and what would happen if we didn’t have bees, if 
we didn’t have bees we wouldn’t have healthy crops and 
plants and enough oxygen, everybody in the world 
relies on bees but what happens when they go extinct, a 
third of the whole world relies on bees to pollinate 
peoples crops, and when bees leaves that means less food, higher prices, and less 
oxygen for the Earth.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday: Today we were working on a presentation in groups 
on bees and why we should try to save them, my group and I have 
come up with slides that are about the problem, the cause, and the 
solution. The slide I am working on is the cause and pesticides are 
creating this problem in my opinion, farmers need to stop 
gardening their gardens with pesticides it killing our pollinators 
who by the way we rely on to pollinate a third of our Earth, our 
presentations are about saving bees so that our crops can be 
pollinated without killing bees meaning without using chemicals. 
 

 
   
   
 
Thursday: Today we worked on our projects/presentations on 
honey bees. During class we also learned that if we don’t have 
bees not only will prices be raised and crops will die of no 
pollination, but there will be less oxygen because plants throw 
out the oxygen for us to breath and if we can’t have oxygen then 
we cannot breathe so we need bees, not just for our crops or 
their honey but we also need them because we cannot breathe 
without them. 
 
 
 
                                                                              Friday: On friday we worked on our 
presentations about the bees and edited parts of our presentation, we also had stations 
in our presentations, like my group and I (Anthony G, Breaden and me) all had 
different stations on our presentations, for my station I was doing the cause, the cause 
of why honeybees are disappearing and what could be the three causes.  
 
 
Sources:  10 facts about Honey bees! | National Geographic Kids 
                  Honey bees - Wikipedia 
 

https://www.natgeokids.com/za/discover/animals/insects/honey-bees/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honey_bee

